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case scenario, it is exactly these RSUs that could be exploited
to track entities throughout the network, therefore posing a
serious threat to the location privacy of participating drivers.
This allows an operator or any other user to create accurate
traces of all participants if the number of observations is high
enough [3].
The ITS community is well aware of the privacy challenges
that accompany Car-to-X technology and a wide range of
approaches to overcome these issues have been proposed. What
most of them have in common is that vehicles have first to
get rid of a static identifier to be used in broadcast messages.
Naturally, reusing the same identifier over a longer period of
time makes tracking easier, as two observations, regardless of
their temporal or local correlation, can be mapped to one and
the same vehicle.
The state of the art and what is also being done in current
I. Introduction
field operational tests is the use of multiple pseudonyms instead
Equipping vehicles with wireless devices to create an of static identifiers [4]. This is commonly realized by means of
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) offers a wide range a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Vehicles are usually equipped
of possible applications – efficiency applications like Traffic with a base identity which allows for requesting pseudonyms
Information Systems (TISs) or safety-relevant systems such from a central certificate authority, usually operated by the
as driving assistance or intersection management are just two system provider. At the same time this base identity allows
out of many envisioned in the near future. Many of these for the participation of a vehicle in the network. Pseudonyms
applications require vehicles to periodically broadcast their are certificates that are only valid if they are signed by a root
whereabouts along with speed and other information to function Certificate Authority (CA) and only for a limited time. Without
properly [1]. These beacon messages are usually referred to a mechanism like this, it is difficult to prevent freeloaders
as Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs), as they enable or known adversaries from participating in the system. After
other vehicles to be aware of their surroundings and, for obtaining pseudonyms, vehicles, i.e., nodes in the wireless
example, allow safety applications to provide drivers with network, can then autonomously select a pseudonym for
valuable information. Periodically sending beacon messages, communication to complicate tracking of their positions.
A consequential approach would be to use a different
however, raises some privacy concerns.
If an adversary is able to overhear vehicles’ beacon messages pseudonym for every message to preserve a very high level of
at multiple locations, e.g., by deploying several wireless access privacy, similar to not using source addresses at all. However,
points, it could be able to collect or aggregate this data and many (safety) applications have to link two or more successive
thus track all vehicles in these regions. This can severely beacon messages to one vehicle in order to function properly [5].
compromise the privacy of users, because vehicles are usually Overcoming this problem by simply changing the pseudonym
only driven by very few different drivers [2]. By further every n seconds has been shown to offer only marginal
correlating origin, destination and time of the recorded tracks, protection of users’ location privacy [6]. Therefore, the next
it might even be possible to link a track to a specific individual. logical step is to deploy a pseudonym change strategy that
This is further compounded by the fact that the wide area also accounts for the environment in which a vehicle is. When
deployment of Roadside Units (RSUs) is a prerequisite for position, speed, heading and the number of cars in transmission
successful operation of TIS services at low penetration rates, range are accounted for when changing pseudonyms, a much
especially in the roll-out phase, where only few vehicles are higher level of location privacy can be reached, as it reduces
equipped with wireless devices. Such RSUs will be operated the chances for an attacker to successfully follow a pseudonym
by a very limited number of system providers. In a worst change [7].
Abstract—Public acceptance, and thus the economic success of
an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), is highly dependent
on the quality of deployed privacy mechanisms. In general,
neither users nor operators should be able to track a given
individual. One approach to facilitate this is the usage of pseudonym pools, which allow vehicles to autonomously switch between
different identities. We extend this scheme with that of a timeslotted pseudonym pool of static size, reducing the storage and
computation needs of the envisioned ITS while further improving
users’ privacy. In addition, we allow the exchange of pseudonyms
between vehicles, eliminating the mapping between vehicles and
pseudonyms even for the ITS operator. We support the exchange
of both current and future pseudonyms, further enhancing users’
privacy. We evaluate the feasibility of our approach and back up
privacy claims by performing a simulative study of the system
using the entropy of nodes’ anonymity sets as the primary metric.
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Combining situation aware strategies with additional silent
periods is a promising approach to further protecting participating drivers: after changing a pseudonym the vehicle
will stop emitting beacon messages for a random amount of
time making it even harder for an adversary to follow such
a change [8]. This is, however, a perfect example for the
interference of privacy schemes with safety applications, which
many believe is an inevitable trade-off. Both silent periods and
pseudonym changes, when performed at high density spots
mostly found at intersections or traffic lights, can make a
vehicle indistinguishable from others because even complex
tracking algorithms may fail there [3]. Unfortunately, these are
the very situations where safety applications are needed the
most in urban environments.
Another issue of these approaches is the use of a CA which
signs the pseudonym certificates and is therefore able to resolve
every pseudonym to the static base identity of a vehicle and
can hence track every vehicle as long as it is able to overhear
beacon messages. One possible way to deal with this problem
is the separation of the CA into a Privacy Authority and an
Identity Authority, both sharing just parts of the identities,
hence requiring their cooperation to resolve an identity [9].
This idea of separation of concerns is by design susceptible
to abuse as it is very hard for users to check whether these
policies are actually enforced.
In the context of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs),
the problem of a “Big-Brother-CA” has been dealt with the
exchange of pseudonyms [7] between mobile nodes. We adopt
and extend this idea, apply it to vehicular networks, and make
it a part of the privacy approach we present in this article.
When designing privacy schemes for vehicular networks
important domain specific constraints have to be kept in mind.
Almost all of the discussed approaches need a large pool of
pseudonyms, so that if (a) the CA is not reachable due to
lack of connectivity or (b) the car was not used for a longer
time period, the vehicle can still send messages until the CA
supplies new pseudonyms. A larger number of pseudonyms
stored on each vehicle can therefore decrease the possibility
of a car not being able to transmit messages, but the required
disk space, transfer volume, and management costs will also
significantly increase. If the network grows there will be a
considerable computational and network overhead at the CA
just to keep all nodes equipped with a sufficient number of
pseudonyms.
In this article, which is an extension of our work presented
in [10], we build on the described pseudonym-based solutions and introduce SlotSwap, a system which offers both
low-bandwidth pseudonym management and unlinkability of
pseudonyms, thus, by design, providing strong privacy for all
participants in the ITS.
In order to achieve this, we employ time-slotted pseudonym
pools, which substantially reduce network and computational
load for the operator, and introduce static upper bounds for disk
space usage and communication overhead between vehicles and
CA. In addition, we combine this approach with the concept
of pseudonym exchange of both the currently used pseudonym
and those of future time-slots to further improve the level
of privacy enjoyed by drivers and to counter the ability of

system providers to map pseudonyms to unique base identifiers
(Section II). We present a communication protocol followed
by a discussion of problems and possible attacks (Section III)
and evaluate the offered privacy using nodes’ entropy. As
can be seen from the results, the achieved entropy is much
higher than in related approaches. We show that our pseudonym
exchange scheme is a feasible approach for ITS deployments
(Section IV).
II. Time-slotted Pseudonym Pools and Pseudonym Swapping
Instead of storing a very large amount of pseudonyms,
every node maintains a time-slotted pseudonym pool with
slot length t. For each time-slot, there is exactly one assigned
pseudonym. The total period length p and pt time-slots result
in pt pseudonyms per car with only one valid pseudonym for
every arbitrary point in time. When a time-slot has passed,
each node will change its pseudonym. This can be achieved
by clocks roughly synchronized with the GPS signal.
While the use of non-overlapping pseudonyms, as also
proposed in [11], is very similar to time-slots, nodes in our
scenario will reuse pseudonyms. When the last pt th time-slot
has passed, time-slot 1 will become active again, meaning that
the time period will simply restart from the beginning.
A straightforward choice for those values, t = ten minutes
and p = one week, results in a pseudonym being valid for, e.g.,
Monday from 6:00 a.m. till 6:10 a.m. Note that this pseudonym
is then, in fact, valid on every Monday for said ten minutes.
It can be seen that the only parameter for time-slotted pools,
which has a direct influence on location privacy during a trip,
is the time-slot length t, which determines how often a node
changes its pseudonym.
It has been shown that the exchange of pseudonyms between
nodes can increase privacy in mobile networks and complicate
tracking for an adversary [7]. If nodes are able to exchange
their pseudonyms in secrecy by using encryption as proposed
in the WAVE standard and to keep third parties from tracking
which nodes have swapped pseudonyms, a possible mapping at
an authority will also become invalid. Due to the time-slotted
pseudonym scheme, only pseudonyms valid for a specific timeslot can be exchanged, otherwise it cannot be guaranteed that
every vehicle has exactly one pseudonym per time-slot. This
means that, Pn being the pseudonym valid for time-slot n, two
vehicles must only exchange pseudonyms Pn with Pn0 .
Swapping the currently used pseudonym with another node
is not trivial, as the exchange partner has to be chosen carefully,
so that both vehicles can benefit from an exchange in terms
of location privacy. For example, two cars passing, each one
going in a different direction, will most likely not increase
their anonymity by swapping pseudonyms because this action
could be easily detected due to the unlikeliness of both cars
having turned around at the same time. To effectively gain
anonymity from a pseudonym exchange nodes have to take
context information into account [12]. This means that a node
evaluates its environment and then decides if changing its
pseudonym is profitable, so an adversary cannot simply infer
the nodes’ pseudonyms after the exchange by extrapolating
their expected position based on their last known heading and
speed [6].
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In our approach, we use the speeds, headings, and positions
of other vehicles to determine whether a node A will ask a node
B in its vicinity to exchange the currently valid pseudonym.
For the remainder of this article, we refer to all nodes meeting
these requirements as candidates.
By carefully choosing bounds for similarity, we increase the
likelihood of both exchange partners being indistinguishable in
terms of position. An adversary can then not be sure whether a
pseudonym exchange has taken place or not. The efficiency of
this scheme, of course, is highly dependent on the frequency
and positional accuracy of the beacons each car emits. The
privacy achieved by this approach could thus be amplified by
using further privacy enhancing methods, such as random silent
periods [8], where both cars will not send beacons for a certain
amount of time after a possible exchange.
However, one problem remains: If vehicles only exchange
currently valid pseudonyms, that is, their current identifier,
each vehicle will start using the same pseudonym every pt
slots, because once a new slot n + 1 has begun, the pseudonym
last used in slot n will not be touched or exchanged again until
this slot will be active again. This way an attacker, or a system
provider, is able to link two locations to one node: the present
one (e.g., this Monday 6:00:00 a.m.) and the one from the last
time the time-slot was active (e.g., last Monday 6:09:59 a.m.).
Furthermore, each time a car enters a time-slot for the first
time, which will happen pt times after being equipped with
the on board unit, the operator of the CA can link the first
location in these time-slots to a vehicle. It has been shown that
accumulated information about vehicles can be used to create
traces and profiles for a user [13].
Therefore, cars have to be able to exchange these pseudonyms before actually using them. To achieve this, each time a
time-slot ends, the last used pseudonym is marked as traceable.
Similarly, all pseudonyms that are freshly obtained from the
CA are marked traceable. When a node encounters another
node, it decides to either exchange the current pseudonym
(if the other node is a candidate), or one marked traceable,
removing the flag if successful. Preferably the currently active
pseudonym is exchanged, as it directly increases the level of
location privacy for both users. However, for the exchange of
other pseudonyms constraints like speed or heading can be
neglected, due to the fact that an attacker is not able to decrypt
the transmitted data and determine for which slot pseudonyms
were exchanged.
To reiterate, it has been shown that too frequent pseudonym
changes can have a negative impact on safety applications and
on geographic routing in vehicular networks [5]. We therefore
allow only one pseudonym exchange per car every 60 s. In
addition, to avoid overloading the network, node A must only
contact node B every 20 s.
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) as emitted by
vehicles in an ITS will be broadcast unencrypted. Therefore,
an overhearing adversary can conclude if a node A is a
candidate for another node B and thus anticipate the exchange
of the current pseudonym. To overcome this predictability, we
introduce a 50 % probability to decide whether a node will
send a positive response. This means that, if a node A asks for
the exchange of the currently active pseudonym, node B will

Beacon Message
Request Exchange
Slot: 1

Scenario 1: Accept Exchange, Respond with Current

P=0.5

Respond with
Finalize with

Scenario 2: Accept Exchange, Respond with Random
Respond with

P=0.5

Finalize with

Figure 1. Pseudonym exchange between two cars: The currently valid
pseudonym is requested and confirmed in scenario 1 (resulting in the change of
the current pseudonym), but rejected and answered with a random pseudonym
from the pool in scenario 2

accept or reject the request. If the request is rejected, node
B and A will exchange another pseudonym instead so that
an attacker cannot determine if the nodes have swapped their
current pseudonyms simply based on message sizes.
Figure 1 depicts possible flows of the pseudonym exchange
process. Vehicle A requests an exchange of the currently valid
pseudonym from vehicle B, because both vehicles happen to
have similar values for heading, speed, and position. In half
of all cases node B will respond with its current pseudonym
and A will finalize the exchange process by handing over its
current pseudonym as well. The vehicles will then use the new
pseudonyms. Alternatively, vehicle B will not exchange its
current identifier but respond with another pseudonym from its
pool, preferably one marked as traceable. Vehicle A will accept
this, and answer with the corresponding pseudonym from its
own pool. Both vehicles will replace their old pseudonym for
the given slot with the one from the other node and continue
using their current identifier.
III. Benefits and Limitations
An advantage of the time-slotted approach over huge
pseudonym pools is its property to ensure that, ideally, a vehicle
always has a pseudonym to participate in the ITS as long as it
has received its pt pseudonyms in the setup phase. Even if the
CA is not reachable or the car was not used for a longer time
period the vehicle will not run out of pseudonyms because it
can reuse the old ones.
In addition our scheme introduces upper limits for disk
space and, more importantly, traffic volume. This simplifies the
design of on-board units and also reduces the communication
costs, making the deployment of an ITS more affordable. The
pseudonym pool size is reduced to a constant value of pt times
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the size of a pseudonym and, more importantly, the workload nodes are equally likely to be the target, then the anonymity set
at the CA is no longer dependent on the number of nodes for the individual is S = {0.5, 0.5}. The entropy H is thus 1.
actually participating in the network but rather on the ones On the other hand, if individual I is with a certainty of 80 % the
joining it.
driver of A and with 20 % the driver of B, then the anonymity
Using time-slots and GPS-synchronized clocks, every node set would be S = {0.8, 0.2} and the resulting entropy H ≈
will change its pseudonym at the same time. Depending on 0.72. If we were to consider three nodes, each equally likely
penetration rate and traffic density, this can increase drivers’ to be the target, the anonymity set is S = {0.33, 0.33, 0.33}
privacy, as we will show in our evaluation. By further applying and the entropy H ≈ 1.5.
a pseudonym exchange scheme, the privacy of users can be
substantially increased. Allowing the exchange of current and
A. Attacker Model
future pseudonyms eliminates the mapping at an authority and
The evaluated level of location privacy enjoyed by an
allows nodes to start new time-slots already anonymously.
individual
is always relative to the power of an attacker trying
Accountability in pseudonym exchange environments reto
track
a
specific
person in the network. In our simulations, we
mains an open problem. Therefore, the use of our scheme
assume
a
global
passive
attacker, that is, an attacker that is able
should be limited to non-safety critical messages to avoid
to
overhear
every
message
sent in the network. The attacker
misuse. The class of ‘critical safety messages’ includes
is
further
able
to
evaluate
the
content of all broadcast beacon
messages such as accident and emergency break messages.
messages
(which
we
assume
to include the speed, position
We argue that for non-critical service messages, but also for
and
heading
of
a
node).
As
the
attacker is, of course, well
periodic beaconing, preservation of unlinkability and privacy
aware
of
the
protocol,
it
is
able
to
conclude
which nodes might
is more important than accountability.
exchange
their
current
pseudonyms.
The
attacker
is, however,
While, by design, in our scheme every node has only one
not
able
to
actually
follow
the
pseudonym
exchange,
as all of
valid pseudonym for any point in time, the use of tamper
these
messages
are
encrypted
using
public
key
cryptography.
proof devices is crucial. Tampered on-board units could be
configured not to delete old pseudonyms after exchanging them What the attacker can gather from observing transmissions in
with another node, allowing an adversary to build up a pool the network is the fact that pseudonym requests and replies
have been exchanged.
of many pseudonyms, all valid for the same time-slot.
Our attacker model is based on the strong assumption that at
the
beginning of the lifetime of node, the attacker can link an
IV. Evaluation
individual to the vehicle. If this was not the case, the individual
There exist different metrics to measure the level of location
would already be anonymous from the start and could only be
privacy enjoyed by an individual in a network. Anonymity, in
exposed through origin/destination pairs if tracking throughout
our case the precondition for location privacy, is interpreted by
the network was successful.
Pfitzmann and Hansen as the “state of being not identifiable
When modeling an attacker using tracking algorithms, the
within a set of subjects, the anonymity set” [14]. The anonymity
apparent strength of the attacker is heavily dependent on
set hence contains all nodes in the network that could possibly
the used mobility and driver model. If, for example, nodes
be a targeted individual. However, in our network, not all of
do not change lanes or drive in a very predictable manner,
these nodes are equally likely to be this individual, meaning
tracking algorithms will perform significantly better. Therefore
the size of the anonymity set alone is not a sufficient metric
we choose to use a probabilistic attacker model:
to measure the location privacy. Instead we use the entropy, as
As we have shown, the entropy is based on values of pi .
used in information theory, of the anonymity set, which can
However, the distribution of pi is directly dependent on the
be seen as the uncertainty in determining the current identifier
strength of an attacker. The attacker strength is defined as
of an individual [15].
the probability with which an attacker is able to follow a
In order to calculate the entropy, let pi be the probability of
pseudonym exchange between two nodes. The weakest possible
a node i to be target I, the sum of all probabilities pi being
attacker in our scenario would thus be an attacker which is not
1. The entropy H of identifying an individual driver in the
able to track a pseudonym exchange. This means that from the
anonymity set S is then defined to be
adversary’s perspective, an individual I, previously known to
|S|
be the driver of A, is equally likely to be the driver of A or
X
H=−
pi × log2 pi .
B, after these vehicles have exchanged their current identifier.
i=1
The strongest possible attacker cannot be confused by
The upper limit of H, that is the maximum value of entropy pseudonym exchanges and is therefore able to track every entity
for a given individual, is attained for all entities in S being throughout the network. Obviously, the entropy H for each
equally likely to be the targeted driver, and can be calculated individual in the network would then be zero. The attacker
to be log2 |S|. However, this is almost impossible to achieve strength also affects by how much the level of privacy is
in an ITS, because nodes may contact a large number of other increased when a new slot in the slotted pseudonym pool
nodes and the relation A has met B is rarely transitive.
becomes active, that is, when all nodes will start using new
A simple example serves to illustrate how to interpret entropy pseudonyms. If we assume that two nodes very close to
values for a given individual. Assuming an attacker is not sure each other could confuse an attacker by exchanging their
whether the individual uses identifier A or B and that both pseudonyms (the extent being dependent on its strength), this
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attacker will also be confused when these two nodes both
switch to a new pseudonym simultaneously. From this we
follow that the level of confusion is based on the amount of
candidates directly neighboring a node. NB: Not all cars within
transmission range are considered candidates, but only those
with similar speed, heading and position. For a more detailed
description of the used attacker model please refer to [10].
B. Simulation Setup
We investigated our scheme with the help of our Veins1
simulation environment [16], which is based on two simulation
toolkits, both well established in their respective domain.
Highly detailed vehicular mobility models, in particular with
regard to intersection management, were provided by SUMO,
a dedicated traffic microsimulation toolkit from the domain
of traffic engineering. We further implemented the presented
protocol for pseudonym exchange in the network simulator
OMNeT++ using its INET Framework extension to simulate
wireless transmissions.
For the evaluation, we chose the following protocol parameters: A node may not change its current pseudonym more
often than once every 60 s. Each node will only contact an
already contacted node if 20 s have passed. The pseudonym
pool length p is set to 1 week, the slot length to 10 min. Cars are
considered to be eligible for exchange of the current pseudonym,
or candidates, when their speed difference is at most 10 km h−1 ,
the difference in heading is at most 15◦ and their distance is
no greater than 30 m. The beacon frequency does not affect
the achieved level of privacy in our simulation as we used a
stochastic attacker model. Based on findings in [3], we will
assume a strong attacker that follows pseudonym changes with
a certainty of 95 %. We simulated over 350 h of traffic with a
total of over 1 500 000 cars until the margin of error was low
enough. We evaluated the proposed scheme in a realistic urban
scenario as well as in a synthetic four-lane freeway setup.
The urban scenario models traffic in the city of Ingolstadt,
Germany. The road network itself was based on data by the
OpenStreetMap project, adapted to reflect realistic intersection
management. Traffic was created by randomly generating
Origin/Destination pairs and iteratively applying dynamic user
assignment, as implemented in SUMO, until the algorithm
reported a stable, optimal distribution of flows. In the evaluation,
we focus on the 4 km2 Region of Interest (ROI), which
contained a typical mix of high- and low-capacity roads, traffic
lights, and unregulated intersections, as well as high- and lowdensity areas. To avoid border effects, traffic is simulated in
the whole city of Ingolstadt, while the privacy scheme is only
applied to nodes within the ROI.
To calculate the communication overhead caused by
SlotSwap, we base the amount of data needed for pseudonym
exchange on the proposed algorithms and certificate lengths
in the upcoming WAVE standard. We assume a certificate
length of 288 B with asymmetric key length of 1024 bit and a
symmetric key length of 128 bit for the aes_128_ccm scheme.
From this, we conclude that the traffic needed for the exchange
of a pseudonym, including IP overhead, is roughly 1 KiB, that
1 http://veins.car2x.org/

is, 0.5 KiB per node. Note that we neglect beacon messages in
these calculations, since we consider them to be a prerequisite
of ITS deployments in general, not of SlotSwap.
C. Results
We compared SlotSwap with a mechanism that uses random
pseudonym changes with subsequent silent periods, as still
done in some field operational tests. A vehicle will randomly
change its pseudonym and enter a random silent period of at
most 10 s. The gain of location privacy is then dependent on
nearby vehicles also being in such a random silent period.
1) Urban Scenario: The results for the simulation of the
urban scenario are depicted in Figure 2a. We observe nodes
moving through the ROI and calculate the entropy resulting
from pseudonym exchanges and slot changes. We measured
the mean level of privacy in a low density (LD ≈ 16 cars/km2 )
and a high density (HD ≈ 100 cars/km2 ) scenario.
In the urban scenarios the respective level of privacy achieved
with SlotSwap was always higher than with random silent
periods. It can be seen that in a low density scenario, where
location privacy is naturally harder to reach than in a high
density environment, SlotSwap performs well compared to
the random pseudonym change approach. While randomly
changing pseudonyms depends on the coincidence of other
vehicles being very close at the time of a pseudonym change,
SlotSwap will systematically utilize such a situation by exchanging pseudonyms with the nearby vehicle. As a result,
drivers in SlotSwap will enjoy a higher level of privacy at
the beginning of trips, while an initial delay is apparent for
vehicles in order to become anonymous with the random change
approach.
As can be concluded from the second and third quartiles
(illustrated by error bars) the number of vehicles that hold a
considerably lower level or privacy relative to the mean entropy
of all vehicles is higher when not using the SlotSwap system.
These are vehicles driving on less frequented roads, hardly
having a chance to become anonymous by randomly changing
their pseudonym. As can be seen in the low density scenario,
even after trip times longer than 350 s, more than 25 % of
all vehicles enjoy no location privacy at all, while cars using
SlotSwap are clearly more anonymous.
The discontinuities at about 40 s and 90 s can be explained
by the topology of our region of interest. Two highly frequented
roads cut the ROI. It took nodes about 40 s and 90 s, respectively, to pass these roads. The set of cars with these lifetimes
therefore includes a considerable amount of cars with higher
privacy levels, since on busy roads nodes will find potential
partners for pseudonym exchanges more easily.
We measured the number of nodes suitable for exchange of
the current pseudonym, the candidates of a node, according to
our simulation setup parameters (speed difference ≤ 10 km/h,
heading difference ≤ 15◦ , distance ≤ 30 m). As can be seen in
Figure 3a, in scenarios with densities ≤ 40 cars/km2 most of
the nodes are only very infrequently able to find one or more
candidates. As expected, the number of candidates rises with
the density. With 70 cars/km2 , 75 % of all nodes frequently have
one or more nodes suitable for pseudonym exchange nearby.
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The 5 % quantile is still very low for the 100 cars/km2 scenario,
because there are always nodes traveling on infrequently-used
streets, e.g., in residential neighborhoods. It should be pointed
out that, even though finding a suitable node for pseudonym
exchange was already very likely in higher density scenarios,
it will even be more likely in real world scenarios, which
frequently exhibit even higher node densities.

a pseudonym, but also compete for requesting exchange from
other nodes. Secondly, the more significant reason is that cars
preferably exchange their current pseudonym than pseudonyms
from other slots. With higher node densities, nodes will find
suitable partners for exchanging their current identifier more
easily as previously shown in Figure 3a. This also explains the
slightly declining 5 % quantile in higher density scenarios.
As expected, the traffic overhead caused by SlotSwap is
Figure 3b shows the number of exchanged future pseudo- insignificantly lower (Figure 3b). It did not exceed an average
nyms per minute, that is, pseudonyms for slots other than the of 0.5 KiB s−1 and can therefore be deployed in an ITS without
currently active one. One might expect that with higher density, restriction.
the amount of pseudonym exchanges also rises. However, as
can be seen, exchanges only marginally rise for scenarios
Extrapolating our results, the observed pseudonym exchange
with densities higher than 60 cars/km2 .The reasons for this are rates meet a rate of 1200 pseudonyms/h. Assuming that, in a
twofold: First, with more nodes in the network, the concurrency worst case scenario, traceable pseudonyms are only exchanged
of nodes reacting to a beacon message will also increase. That when the node carrying it initiates the pseudonym exchange, it
is, new nodes do not only offer more possibilities to exchange would take less than 2 h to exchange the whole pseudonym pool.
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After this time period a node would only carry untraceable network. To further increase anonymity and to keep a CA
pseudonyms and already be completely anonymous when a from resolving pseudonyms to real identities of users, nodes
new slot begins.
exchange pseudonyms between one another. We showed the
2) Freeway Scenario: In a second simulation run, we general applicability of a novel concept for exchanging node
measured the location privacy enjoyed by vehicles on a four- identifiers in vehicular environments and measured the resulting
lane freeway in both sparsely (LD ≈ 640 cars/h) and higher degree of privacy, using the entropy of nodes’ anonymity sets.
(HD ≈ 2160 cars/h) populated scenarios.
Even when an adversary can track pseudonym changes
We found that on a freeway the entropy of nodes increases with a certainty 95 % our approach works well in both urban
almost linearly with the lifetime of cars as depicted in Figure 2b. and freeway environments and scales with the lifetime of a
SlotSwap clearly outperforms the silent period approach. The node in the network. Furthermore, the exchange of future
cause for this is two-fold: Vehicles almost immediately find pseudonyms makes it impossible for a central authority to
a suitable candidate for pseudonym exchange on freeways. resolve pseudonyms to identities even when a new timeSecondly, the lack of intersections and high density spots slot just became active. We showed that with very low
negatively influences the level of privacy reached by randomly communication overhead nodes can exchange a sufficient
changing pseudonyms. Even in the HD scenario, vehicles could amount of pseudonyms to swap all traceable pseudonyms for
not reach a similar level of privacy as with SlotSwap in the anonymous ones in short time periods.
LD scenario.
Our findings suggest that after 10 min on a freeway, even in
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